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Atelier Graff meets...

Atelier Graff   963, rue Rachel Est    Montréal (Québec)    H2J 2J4   t : 514.526.9851  @ : www.graff.ca 

Montreal, October 5, 2012 — Atelier Graff invites you to discover the work of artist and bookbinder Ève Breton Roy on 
Wednesday, October 17, from 6 pm to 8 pm, at 963, Rachel East in Montreal. The presentation will be in French 
(free admission). 
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For more information : Geneviève Bédard, assistant to the director   (t : 514.526.9851 |  @ : infoatelier@graff.ca)

Ève Breton Roy
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The work of Ève Breton Roy mainly revolves around 
the notion of repetition in the creative process and the  
production of artists’ books. Various mundane  
elements from the everyday life take shape in her  
series of works, drawings, or in the book itself as an 
object. The latter is used in different ways, sometimes 
in its conventional form, sometimes in the form of a 
sculpture mirroring its inner workings and methods of  
transmission. In fact, the artist considers books as  
“objects of meaning”, a particular way of shaping 
and understanding our thoughts. She uses their formal  
features to further explore this familiar language and 
encourage dialogue. At Atelier Graff, Ève Breton 
Roy will discuss both her artistic and bookbinding  

Atelier Graff is an artist-run centre and studio that supports research, experimentation and creative approaches in print-based media. 
Graff engages with the current critical discourse by promoting new practices and fostering the development of printmaking as a con-
temporary art form. Its members — professional and emerging artists from an array of disciplines — enjoy a stimulating environment of 
creative synergy that encourages individual and collective artistic development.

Ève Breton Roy lives and works in Anse-Saint-Jean, Bas-Saguenay. She holds an MFA questioning the book as an object and 
its formal characteristics as a materialization of thought from Université du Québec à Chicoutimi (2008). Since 2006, she 
owns and works at Terrain vague, a bookbinding studio and artists’ books publisher. She produces unique original volumes 
while pursuing her research and artistic practice.

practices. She will attempt to demonstrate how these two activities, although very different, deeply influence each other. The 
presentation will take place on Wednesday, October 17 at 6 pm, in French (free admission).


